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The uncontrollable disturbance attendant upon a measurement implies that the act of measurement is indivisible. That is to say, any attempt to trace the history of a system during a measurement process usually changes the nature of the measurement that is being performed. Hence to conceive of a given selective measurement M(a', b') as a compound measurement is without physical implication. It is only of significance that the first stage selects systems in the state b', and that the last one produces them in the state a'; the interposed states are without meaning for the measurement as a whole. Indeed, we can even invent a nonphysical state to serve as the intermediary. We shall call this mental construct the null state 0, and write
The measurement process that selects a system in the state b' and produces it in the null state, M(0, b') = 4D(b% con be described as the annihilation of a system in the state b'; and the production of a system in the state a' following its selection from the null state
can be characterized as the creation of a system in the state a'. Thus the content of (1) is the indiscernibility of M(a', b') from the compound process of the annihilation of a system in the state b' followed by the creation of a system in the state a', M(a', b') = 'F(a')iD(b').
(2) The extension of the measurement algebra to include the null state supplies the properties of the T and D symbols. Thus (4) and (a') (b') = <a' Ib' > 11(0).
The fundamental arbitrariness of measurement symbols expressed by the substi- The characteristics of the measurement operators M(a', 6') can now be derived from those of the I and (D symbols. Thus
In addition, the substitution (6) transforms the measurement operators in accordance with (5).
The various equivalent statements contained in (3) show that the only significant products-those not identically zero-are of the form Ad(4, bM, and XNI, (DX, in addition to X Y. where the latin symbols are operators, elements of the physical measurement algebra. According to the measurement operator construction (2), all operators are linear combinations of products AdP, are designed to make this result an automatic consequence of the notation (Dirac). In the bracket notation various theorems, such as the law of matrix multiplication, or the general formula for change of matrix representation, appear as simple applications of the expression for the unit operator 1 = S a'> < a't. a/ We have associated a ' and a 4D symbol with each of the N physical states of a description. Now the symbols of one description are linearly related to those of another description,
a' a' and c1(a') = i< a' jb' > 4(b'), (9) which also implies the linear relation between measurement operators of various types. Arbitrary numerical multiples of T or 4D symbols thus form the elements of two mutually adjoint algebras of dimensionality N, which are vector algebras since there is no significant multiplication of elements within each algebra. We are thereby presented with an N-dimensional geometry-the geometry of statesfrom which the measurement algebra can be derived, with its properties characterized in geometrical language. This geometry is metrical since the number bM' defines a scalar product. According to (7), the vectors -t(a') and I(a') of the adescription provide an orthonormal vector basis or coordinate system, and thus the vector transformation equations (8) and (9) describe a change in coordinate system. The product of an operator with a vector expresses a mapping upon another vector in the same space,
The effect on the vectors of the a-coordinate system of the operator symbolizing property A, A = is givuen by A*(a') = a'T(a'), cI(a')A = D(a')a', which characterizes I(a') and 4'(a') as the right and left eigenvectors, respectively, of the complete set of commuting operators A, with the eigenvalues a'. Associated with each vector algebra there is a dual algebra in which all numbers are replaced by their complex conjugates.
The eigenvectors of a given description provide a basis for the representation of an arbitrary vector by N numbers. The abstract properties of vectors are realized by these sets of numbers, which are kownn as wave functions. We write E la'><a' 'T = a' > *(a'). On placing X = 1, we obtain the relation between the wave functions of a given vector in two different representations,
From the viewpoint of the extended measurement algebra, 4b and ,6 wave functions are matrices with but a single row, or column, respectively. It is convenient fiction to assert that every Hermitian operator symbolizes a physical quantity, and that every unit vector symbolizes a state. Then the expectation value of property X in the state ' is given by X>~= *tX = Z jP(a')*<a' X la" > qt(a').
a 'a# In particular, the probability of observing the values a' in an A-measurement performed on systems in the state 'E is p(a', I) = <M(a') >w = t la'> < a' = #j(a') 12.
The geometry of states provides the elements of the measurement algebra with the geometrical interpretation of operators on a vector space. But operators con-sidered in themselves also form a vector space, for the totality of operators is closed under addition and under multiplication by numbers. The dimensionality of this operator space is N2 according to the number of linearly independent measurement symbols of any given type. A unitary scalar product is defined in the operator space by the number For any such basis < a a,'> = (aCa') = 6(a, a') and <a IX>* = <a lXt>, which implies that a Hermitian operator X has real components relative to a Hermitian basis, and therefore <XiX> = X(a)2 >0.
Thus the subspace of Hermitian operators is governed by Euclidean geometry, and a change of basis is a real orthogonal transformation, X(a) = E (a,3)X(fl).
When the unit operator (multiplied by N-1/2) is chosen as a member of such bases it defines an invariant subspace, and the freedom of orthogonal transformation refers to the N2 -1 basis operators of zero trace. Important examples of orthonormal operator bases are obtained through the study of unitary operators.
